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The purpose of the present study was to examine the hypothesis that individual differences on measures of attention would converge with select factors of psychometric intelligence, especially fluid intelligence and short-term acquisition and retrieval. A sample of 83 elderly adults (X = 71 years) was administered a battery of 12 psychometric ability tests. Tests were selected to mark four psychometric ability factors (Cattell's and Horn's dimensions of fluid and crystallized intelligence, short-term acquisition and retrieval, and perceptual speed). Also, seven tasks representing four aspects of attention—decoding processes, selective attention, attention switching, and concentration—were administered. A confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to examine the relationships among the four psychometric ability factors and 11 variables obtained from the attention tests. Results were only partially consistent with the hypothesized pattern of convergence. Two attention measures had significant loadings on fluid-type intelligence factors, and one had a marginally significant loading on a short-term memory factor. In general, the greatest convergence occurred between attention variables and the ability factor of Perceptual Speed. Results were discussed with respect to previous research on psychometric abilities and cognitive processes; the theory of fluid-crystallized intelligence, and their implications for understanding intellectual aging.
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The division between experimental and individual difference traditions in psychological theory and research has been a topic of substantial concern and discussion (e.g., Cronbach, 1957, 1975; Sternberg & Detterman, 1979; Underwood, 1975a). During the last decade, efforts to bridge these approaches in the area of cognition and intelligence are reflected in efforts to integrate cognitive information-processing models and factor theories of intelligence (e.g., Carroll, 1976; Carroll & Maxwell, 1979; Hunt, 1978; Sternberg, 1977). Initial findings suggest that individual differences among college students on indices of intelligence may reflect variability in processes, such as accessing overlearned codes, attentional capacity, accessing and manipulating information in active memory, and resistance to interference or susceptibility to distraction (e.g., Hunt, 1978; Hunt, Frost, & Lunneborg, 1973; Hunt, Lunneborg, & Lewis, 1975).

The design of the present research was guided by dual foci. First, this study examined the relation between performance on information processing tasks and major factors of psychometric abilities, using the measurement framework of Cattell (1971) and Horn’s (1970, 1978) theory of fluid and crystallized intelligence. A second aim was to examine the role of attentional processes as they may be related to individual differences in older adults’ intellectual functioning. Accounting for large individual differences among elderly adults’ intellectual performance is a critical concern in gerontological research (e.g., Baltes & Willis, 1979; Krauss, 1980). The present study focuses on attentional processing variables that may elucidate characteristics of individual differences in intellectual aging.

Although significant correlations between a number of information processing indices and several psychometric tests of intellectual abilities have been documented in previous research (e.g., Carroll, 1976; Hunt, 1978; Snow, 1979), the theoretical relations between these domains are still relatively imprecise. Hunt (1978), however, suggested that mechanistic information processes are conceptually similar to the psychometric abilities classified as fluid intelligence and short-term acquisition and retrieval (e.g., Horn, 1978). Support for Hunt’s (1978) hypothesis is not compelling in previous research. At the level of simple correlations, relations between individual differences in information processing and verbal or quantitative achievement tests have been documented (for reviews, see Carroll, 1979; Hunt, 1978; Snow, 1979). These tests probably reflect Cattell’s (1971) and Horn’s (1978) crystallized intelligence dimension. Moreover, in factor analytic research (e.g., Hunt et al., 1975), the results suggest that the correspondence between information processing and psychometric measures is limited. Primarily, psychometric indices of perceptual speed have been linked to processes involving the access of overlearned codes (e.g., Stroop color naming test, Posner’s letter matching task, and intercept values in Sternberg’s short-term memory task). However, methodological shortcomings in the design (e.g., small sample sizes; use of extreme groups; small numbers of ability variables to mark specific intellectual dimensions), and analysis (e.g., use of principal components rather than principal axes factoring methods; orthogonal rather than oblique factor rotations; reliance on simple rather than multivariate correlational analyses) of previous research preclude firm conclusions (for critiques, see Carroll, 1979; Snow, 1979). Indeed, Hunt (1978) noted that research was needed to “map out the relation between specific information-processing functions and Gf (fluid intelligence) and SAR (short-term acquisition and retrieval) measures. Such studies would be most useful if they were conducted using populations that are known to vary widely on Gf measures, such as persons in middle and later years” (p. 125).

The design of the present research avoids many of the methodological pitfalls discussed in critiques of previous research in this area (e.g., Carroll, 1979; Snow, 1979). A sample of older adults was administered a broad battery of psychometric ability tests and a number of information-processing type tasks. Psychometric tests were chosen to identify seven primary abilities representing the general dimensions of fluid intelligence and short-term acquisition and retrieval, as well as the dimensions of crystallized intelligence and broad speediness (see Table 1). This selection of psychometric tests was based on previous research with older adults (e.g., Baltes, Cornelius, Spiro, Nesselroade, & Willis, 1980) and affords a more precise identification on the factor level of the psychometric ability domain than has been possible in prior research. In addition, seven information-processing tasks were included in the present study to identify four aspects of attention: decoding processes, selective attention, attention switching or reorientation, and concentration. Several of these tasks have been in previous research by Hunt and his colleagues (e.g., Hunt, 1978; Hunt et al., 1973; Hunt et al., 1975; Lansman, 1977; Lansman, Donaldson, & Yantis, in press; Poltrock, 1977). Measures of concentration or vigilance involving sustained attention over an extended time (12.5 to 15 minutes) were also included to explore the relation between fluctuation in this function and psychometric ability performance.

METHOD

Subjects

The sample consisted of 83 community-dwelling older adults from rural locales in central Pennsylvania. The mean age of subjects (19 males, 64 females) was 70.58 years ($SD = 6.86$; range = 61–90). Male subjects were significantly older ($M = 74.68$, $SD = 9.36$ years; $F (1,81) = 9.76, p < .03$). The mean educational level of the sample was 12.12 years ($SD = 3.14$; range = 6–19) with no significant sex differences. The self-reported health of subjects was good, and subjects reported no substantial auditory or visual impairments.
ATTENTION AND PSYCHOMETRIC INTELLIGENCE

Measurement Battery

Psychometric Tests. The battery of psychometric intelligence tests (see Table 1) was selected to mark the four general, second-stratum dimensions of fluid and crystallized intelligence, short-term acquisition and retrieval, and broad speediness (Cattell, 1971; Horn, 1970, 1978). One or more relatively "pure" primary abilities representing these dimensions were identified (e.g., Horn, 1975, 1978), and multiple tests were included in the battery to mark each primary mental ability.

Attention Variables. Information processing tasks were chosen to obtain measures of four aspects of attention: decoding processes, selective attention, attention switching, and concentration. A conceptual framework involving the four attention dimensions, representative tasks, and dependent variables is presented in Table 2.

1. Decoding processes involved in accessing overlearned codes. A paper and pencil version of Posner's letter identification task developed by Lamsan et al. (in press) was used. Pairs of letters were judged as same or different under two conditions. In a physical identity condition (sections 2 and 4 of the tasks), letter pairs are the same only if the letters are exact duplicates (e.g., AA). In a name identity condition (sections 3 and 5), letter pairs are the same if they are different visual symbols for the same letter name (e.g., Aa). There are 120 problems in

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect of Attention</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Original Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decoding Processes</td>
<td>Letter Identification</td>
<td>(a) Name identity</td>
<td>Lamsan (1977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Name minus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective Attention</td>
<td>Stroop Color Naming</td>
<td>(a) Word condition</td>
<td>Stroop (1935)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Word minus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(c) Color Naming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Counting</td>
<td>(a) Digit Counting</td>
<td>Underwood (1975b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Digit minus Letter Counting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention Switching</td>
<td>Proactive Interference</td>
<td>(a) Trial 4 total</td>
<td>Wickens (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(b) Trial minus Trial 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Continuous Paired-Associate Recall</td>
<td>Total number recalled</td>
<td>Atkinson &amp; Shiffrin (1968)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>Concentration Performance Test</td>
<td>Total number correct</td>
<td>Düker (1959)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total number correct</td>
<td>ADEPT (1979)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Selective attention was assessed in two measures: modified version of the Stroop (1935) color naming task and Underwood's (1975) number counting task. The Stroop task involved two conditions. In the color condition (Parts 1 and 3), subjects were shown a color swatch of one of five colors (red, orange, blue, green, or yellow) and asked to write the first letter of the color (R, O, B, G, Y) as quickly as possible. In the word condition (Parts 2 and 4), color names were printed in an incongruous color of ink (e.g., "red" was printed in blue ink). The subject was to write as quickly as possible the first letter of the ink color. There were 120 problems in each part with a time limit of 2 minutes per part. Two scores were obtained: (a) total number of correct responses in the word condition (split-half reliability estimate = .91), and (b) a difference score derived by subtracting an individual's score in the color condition from the score in the word condition (reliability estimate = .39).

A number counting task (based on Underwood, 1975b) involved two conditions. In the letter condition (Parts 1 and 3), subjects were shown rows of the word Q and asked to count the number of Qs in each row as quickly as possible. In the digit condition (Parts 2 and 4), subjects were shown rows of identical digits of incongruous span lengths (e.g., eight 2s) and required to count the number of digits in each row. There were 108 problems in each part with a time limit of 1 minute 30 seconds per part. Two scores were obtained: (a) total number of correct responses in the digit condition (split-half reliability estimate = .96), and (b) a difference score derived by subtracting an individual’s score in the letter condition from the score in the digit condition (reliability estimate = .41).

Attention switching was assessed in a semantic recall task and a continuous paired-associate task. A semantic recall task, sensitive to proactive interference, was developed based on Wickens' (1972) procedure. This task involved five blocks of trials with four trials per block. In each trial block, subjects were shown successively four cards each containing three semantically related words (e.g., Trial 1: apple, orange, peach). After each card presentation, subjects were asked to remember the words while performing a distraction task (writing numbers forward by 3s for 15 seconds). Subjects then recalled the three words. In the fourth successive trials per block, additional words from the same semantic category (e.g., Trial 2: banana, cherry, plum) were presented. Subject’s recall was expected to become increasingly impaired as a result of proactive interference. Two scores were obtained: (a) Number of words recalled on the fourth trial, summed across five trials blocks (alpha reliability estimate = .81), and (b) a difference score derived by subtracting scores on the first trial from scores on the fourth trial summed across five blocks of trials (reliability estimate = .40).

A continuous paired-associate task, modeled after Atkinson and Shifrin's (1968) procedure, involved eight practice trials and 30 test trials. Initially, subjects were shown two cards involving letter-number pairs (e.g., A = 3; B = 7).

In the probe trial (e.g., A = ?), the subject was to write the number paired with the probe letter. Following the probe trial, the letter was re-paired with a different number (e.g., A = 9). Thirty trials were presented. One score was computed: total number correct responses for 30 probe trials (alpha reliability estimate = .92).

Concentration or vigilance was assessed in two tasks. Concentration was conceptualized as sustained attention in tasks involving a time period of much longer duration than in the tasks described above. The Concentration Performance task was an adaptation of Dükker's (1959) Konzentrations-Leistungs-Test. Subjects computed two arithmetic problems (e.g., 3 + 6 - 8 = ; 9 + 1 + 7 = ) and then were instructed to subtract the smaller sum from the larger sum (e.g., 16). Subjects were told to solve as many problems as possible. After 7.5 minutes, subjects circled the problem they were working on and continued. One score was computed: total number of correct responses (split-half reliability estimate = .94).

A word recognition task was developed by research staff as an additional index of concentration. This task was divided into ten sections. In each section, subjects were to identify the 50 three-letter words among 200 three-letter syllables (consonant-vowel-consonant). For each section, 1.25 minutes were allotted. One score was computed: total number correct responses (reliability estimate = .99).

Procedure
A young white woman administered the psychometric tasks and information-processing tasks with the assistance of a test proctor(s). Testing sites were community organization facilities (e.g., senior citizen centers). Subjects were tested during the summer of 1979 in groups of 4 to 12 persons per group. Subjects had previously participated in 1977 in a study of the structure of psychometric abilities in old age (Baltas et al., 1980).

The test battery was administered in three sessions (2.5–3 hours per session). Within each session, psychometric and information-processing tasks, and personality/demographic questionnaires were administered.

Scoring and Descriptive Statistics
In the psychometric battery, a total score was computed for each ability test. For two primary abilities, a combined score was computed from several highly correlated tests assumed to measure them. Composite Induction scores were computed for Induction Diagnostic and Induction Standard tests by summing the standardized scores of the three respective subtests: Letter Sets, Number Series, and Letter Series tests. Likewise, a composite Vocabulary score was obtained for the sum of scores on three vocabulary subtests (V-2, V-3, V-4; Ekstrom, French, Harman, & Derman, 1976).
A basic score was obtained for each of the attention tasks. A derived score was also computed for the Letter Identification, Stroop Color Naming, Number Identification, and Semantic Recall tasks. It is problematic to select from among many possible scores that may be obtained from such tasks (cf. Carroll, 1979; Hunt, 1978). From a measurement view, the basic scores have better measurement properties (e.g., the estimated reliabilities of the basic scores are higher than those of the derived scores). However, from a theoretical view, the derived scores are presumably better indices of specific attentional processes. Since several of the tasks are highly speeded, the basic variables probably measure both a specific attentional process as well as general speed of processing. The derived scores should control for such extraneous influences, since they are obtained by subtracting an individual's score in a control condition of the task. Because methodological and theoretical considerations lead to somewhat different conclusions, both basic and derived scores for four attention tasks were included in the following analyses.

Correlations among the psychometric ability tests and attention measures are presented in Table 3.

**Method of Data Analysis**

Data analyses were conducted in two stages. First, a structural, factor analytic representation of the domain of psychometric ability variables was established. Three structural ability models investigated by Baltes et al. (1980) were used as target models to examine their fit to the present data. A confirmatory factor analysis program (Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1978) was used to examine the fit of the three structural models (seven factors; four factors; and a general and three group factors). For each model, hypothesized salient factor loadings were estimated and hypothesized nonsalient factor loadings were fixed equal to zero. Factor variances were fixed equal to unity to establish a metric for each factor. Factor correlations were estimated, and the unique variances of the variables were left free to be estimated.

Results of this stage of analyses provide a reference framework for the second stage of analyses investigating the structural convergence between the domains of psychometric intelligence factors and attention variables. An extension-type factor analysis (e.g., Dwyer, 1937; Gorsuch, 1974) was conducted. A fixed structural solution for the domain of psychometric ability variables was employed (i.e., the factor loadings and unique variance for psychometric variables and factor intercorrelations were fixed equal to numerical values obtained from the first stage of analysis of psychometric ability variables). Then, the model of psychometric ability factors was extended to the domain of attention variables. Basic and derived variables obtained from the attention tasks were allowed to load freely on each of the four factors. Unique variances for the attention variables were estimated. In addition, covariances among the unique factors of the
attention variables were left free to be estimated in order to minimize relations among attention variables on the outcome. Convergence between psychometric ability factors and attention variables was examined in terms of the pattern of factor loadings (regressionlike weights of attention variables on ability factors) rather than factor structure coefficients (correlations between attention variables and ability factors).1

RESULTS

Stage One: Structural Models of Psychometric Ability Factors

In the first analysis, a seven-factor model was constructed to represent the primary abilities of Figural Relations, Induction, Semantic Relations, Experiential Evaluation, Verbal Comprehension, Memory Span, and Perceptual Speed. Results from the present analysis of this model were similar to the earlier outcome (Baltes et al., 1980). The overall statistical fit of the model was \( \chi^2(98) = 134.34, p = .0087 \). However, the factor correlations were quite high with three exceeding .88, indicating some redundancy among the seven factors. Less differentiated models with fewer factors were then investigated to determine whether they might yield viable and more parsimonious representations.

The second model examined consisted of a general factor with loadings for all psychometric ability variables and three group factors identified by the marker variables of Verbal Comprehension, Memory span, and Perceptual Speed. The overall statistical fit of this model was \( \chi^2(108) = 159.84, p = .0009 \).

Finally, a four-factor model was examined. Marker variables of the fluid abilities Figural Relations, Induction, and Semantic Relations were combined with the marker variables of the crystallized ability Experiential Evaluation to define a Broad Reasoning factor. A Crystallized Knowledge factor was loaded by the Social Situations test and Verbal Comprehension markers. A Memory Span factor was loaded by visual and auditory tests of digit span recall. Finally, a Perceptual Speed factor was loaded by three speed tests of perceptual discrimination.2 The fit of this was \( \chi^2(121) = 160.32, p = .0019 \). The standardized solution for the four-factor model is presented in the upper half of Table 4.

---

1The decision to focus on the factor-loading pattern rather than the factor structure coefficients was made, because available evidence on older adults has indicated substantial intercorrelations among ability factors (e.g., Baltes et al., 1980). The factor loading pattern treats the psychometric ability factors as an interrelated system. The estimated factor loadings provide a description of the factorial composition of the attention variables using available evidence on psychometric ability factors as a standard. In this sense, the loading coefficients take into account the magnitude of factor correlations among psychometric abilities.

2The modified four-factor model reported by Baltes et al. (1980) included loadings of the ADEPT Induction test on the Perceptual Speed factor and Identical Pictures test on the Memory Span factor. When this modified model was analyzed using the present data, neither of these loadings differed significantly from zero; they were fixed at zero in the four-factor solution presented here.
The four-factor model was adopted to define a multidimensional structure for psychometric ability variables in the second stage of analyses. This choice was guided by considerations of both statistical and theoretical criteria (see Baltes et al., 1980, for a discussion of the relative merits of alternative representations of ability structures). In the present context, the four-factor model has an acceptable fit to the psychometric ability data. Moreover, it exhibits high similarity to the second-stratum dimensions of the fluid-crystallized theory (cf. Horn, 1978), and, thus, is more appropriate than the models with seven factors or a general and three group factors for investigating the hypothesis that attentional processes are most highly related to the dimensions of fluid intelligence and short-term acquisition and retrieval (factors labeled Broad Reasoning and Memory Span, respectively, in this model).

Stage Two: Convergence Between Ability Factors and Attention Variables

The standardized solution for the extension-type model is presented in Table 4. The overall goodness of fit is χ² (296) = 339.39, p = .0418. The primary concern in this solution is the pattern of significant loadings of attention variables on psychometric ability factors.

The results listed in Table 4 indicate only partial support for the hypothesized convergence between attention variables and ability factors of fluid intelligence (Factor 1: Broad Reasoning) or short-term acquisition and retrieval (Factor 3: Memory Span). Two attention variables (the derived score from Underwood's counting task and Continuous Paired-Associate Recall) have significant loadings on the Broad Reasoning factor and one attention variable (Trial 4 Semantic Recall) has a marginally significant loading on the Memory Span factor. However, the major convergence occurs between the Perceptual Speed factor (Factor 4) and attention variables. Five attention variables have significant loadings on this factor, and an additional two have marginally significant loadings on it. Because Name Identity, Stroop Word Naming, and Digit Counting tasks were speeded and scores on them were computed using the number correct in a fixed time limit, higher scores for the selected variables reflect faster reaction times. Two attention variables (derived scores from the Posner letter identification and Stroop color naming tasks) have significant negative loadings on this factor. This result may occur because the psychometric speed variables have larger covariances with performance in the "control" condition of these attention tasks, which is subtracted in the computation of derived scores. Similar results have been obtained in previous research using derived scores from these tasks (e.g., Hunt et al., 1975). Finally, two attention variables, both involving semantic content, load the Crystallized Knowledge factor (Factor 2). In summary, only three of the eleven attention variables have significant loadings on the fluid intelligence or short-term memory dimensions. In general, the results indicate that the attention vari-

ables included in this analysis are more highly related to the ability factor of Perceptual Speed.

DISCUSSION

The present research examined the convergence between major factors of psychometric intelligence and several attention variables. The specific aim was to assess the hypothesis that processes involved in attention would be most highly related to ability dimensions of fluid intelligence and/or short-term acquisition and retrieval in the theory of fluid-crystallized intelligence. The analytic strategy of the present research paralleled the logic of extension analysis and involved two stages of analyses.

In the first stage of analyses, the fits of three structural models of psychometric abilities differing in the number of factors and pattern of loadings were evaluated (e.g., Baltes et al., 1980). Outcomes of the present analyses were quite similar to earlier results. Although a highly differentiated seven-factor model had an acceptable statistical fit to the data, the magnitude of factor intercorrelations indicated substantial overlap among some of the factors. Consequently, less differentiated models with a general and three group factors and four factors were evaluated. The four-factor model was selected for use in further analyses for theoretical reasons. This model includes factors labeled Broad Reasoning, Crystallized Knowledge, Memory Span, and Perceptual Speed. These four factors are similar to but not identical with four second-stratum dimensions of fluid intelligence, crystallized intelligence, short-term acquisition and retrieval, and broad speediness, respectively, in Cattell's (1971) and Horn's (1978) theory.

In the second stage of analyses, the four-factor model of psychometric intellectual abilities was extended to the domain of attention variables to examine the relationships among the ability factors and attentional processing measures. It was expected that selected measures of attention would have significant loadings on the fluid-type factor of Broad Reasoning and/or Memory Span factor. Factor loadings of attention variables on psychometric ability factors provided scant support for this hypothesis. Two attention variables had significant loadings on

---

3One reviewer (John B. Carroll) reanalyzed the data and provided us with his results. An exploratory factor analysis of the psychometric abilities yielded five factors according to his criteria for extraction. Factors of Crystallized Knowledge, Memory Span, and Perceptual Speed were similar to those reported here. A Social Intelligence factor loaded by Social Translations and Situations tests was distinguished from a Broad Reasoning factor which was loaded by the first seven tests listed in Table 4. Traditional extension analysis was then performed. The pattern of results for the attention variables was quite similar to that reported in Table 4, based on an examination of salient loadings in the two solutions. The absolute magnitude of the factor loadings reported in Table 4 was somewhat larger than those obtained in Professor Carroll's analysis. Both analyses suggest that the majority of the attention variables have their largest convergence with a Perceptual Speed factor. Copies of Professor Carroll's results may be obtained from the authors upon request.
the Broad Reasoning factor. Contrary to the expected pattern of convergence, two attention variables loaded on the Crystallized Knowledge factor, and seven variables loaded on the Perceptual Speed factor. Thus, these results indicate that the attention variables included in the present study converge chiefly with the ability factor of Perceptual Speed rather than with factors of Broad Reasoning or Memory Span.

These results should not be misinterpreted as suggesting that the attention variables loading on the Perceptual Speed factor are unrelated to the other three psychometric ability factors. Indeed, most of the simple correlations between the marker tests of these other factors and the attentional variables are moderate in size and significant (see Table 3). However, all of these ability factors evidence significant and substantial intercorrelations (e.g., see the factor intercorrelations in Table 4). In the extension-type factor analysis conducted in the present study, the correlations among ability factors are taken into account in that the factor loadings of the attention variables on the ability factors are regression-type weights with the effects of other factors partialled. Thus, within the context of a multidimensional structure of interrelated intellectual abilities, most of the attention variables appear to be more highly related to the Perceptual Speed than other ability factors.

Data in the present study were obtained from a sample of elderly adults, and it is questionable whether they are generalizable to other age groups. Although the findings should be interpreted with caution due to our sampling only of older adults, the results of the present study are in accord with the outcomes of similar research examining the relations between psychometric abilities and cognitive information processing variables in adolescent and young adult samples. For example, Hunt et al. (1975) obtained a factor with positive loadings for the POSNER letter-matching and Stroop color-naming tasks. Similar to the present results, however, the variables derived from these two tasks had negligible loadings on the factors which were loaded by traditional psychometric measures of fluid and crystallized abilities. Likewise, Lunneborg (1977) found that the difference score on the Stroop task was a significant predictor of performance on two perceptual speed tests but not on various tests of fluid or crystallized abilities. Finally, Lansman et al. (in press) reported a confirmatory factor analysis indicating that letter-matching speed in the Posner task was highly correlated with a psychometric factor of clerical-perceptual speed but uncorrelated with factors of fluid and crystallized intelligence and spatial visualization.

Moreover, the results are consistent with the identification of a broad dimension of speediness in gerontological research (e.g., Birren, Woods, & Williams, 1980) and the theory of fluid-crystallized intelligence (e.g., Horn, 1978). In the present study, all of the attention variables loading on the Perceptual Speed factor were based on performance in speeded tasks. Although it is possible that the present results are in part an artifact of this measurement procedure, measures obtained from speeded tasks do not necessarily load a single factor (e.g., Horn & Donaldson, 1980; Hunt et al., 1975). In addition, even the derived scores for the Letter Matching and Stroop tasks (i.e., Name minus Physical Identity and Word minus Color Naming) loaded on the Perceptual Speed factor. Since general individual differences in speed should be minimized by subtracting individuals' scores in the control condition of a task, results for the derived scores are not consistent with an interpretation that the findings are a simple result of the measurement procedures employed.

Substantively, the outcomes of the present research contribute to a further understanding of the role of speed in intellectual aging. Horn (1980), for example, suggested that traditional psychometric tests of speed probably reflect attentional processes such as a capacity for dividing attention and focusing concentration. In the present study, neither of the tasks selected to tap attention switching loaded on the speed factor, but it was loaded by measures designed to tap decoding processes, selective attention, and concentration. This finding identifies some attentional processes that are highly related to individual differences in performance on perceptual speed tests. Moreover, the results suggest that these attentional processes should be distinguished from other major individual-difference dimensions of abilities. Although it is possible that age-related deficits in processes of decoding, selective attention, and concentration are related to performance on psychometric tests of intellectual abilities, the present results do not support an interpretation that such deficits are chiefly involved in the aging of fluid or crystallized abilities or short-term memory. Results from a recent study designed to examine the modifiability of attention in older adults (Willis, Cornelius, Blau, & Baltes, 1983) provide corroborative evidence for this view. Although significant training effects in the study were obtained on several measures of attention, these effects were not paralleled by transfer effects to any of the posttest measures of fluid or crystallized intelligence or memory span.

In concert, the results of both correlational and experimental research with older adults yields little support for the view that individual differences in attentional processes are primarily related to individual differences in reasoning, knowledge, or short-term memory abilities. Consistent with other findings from previous research with younger adults, the present results indicate that individual differences on several types of attentional processes are more highly related to individual differences on the ability factor of Perceptual Speed than to other major factors psychometric intelligence.
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